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UNIVERSITY LIBRARY COVID-19 RECOVERY PLAN 

I. Introduction & Guiding Principles

The CSUDH University Library’s recovery plan is guided by campus, local, and state 
cleaning and safety information, campus leadership policies, and the principles set forth in 
the “CSU Library Operating Principles in a Time of Pandemic” (Appendix A) document. The 
purpose of this plan is to outline the broad, overarching services and activities needed for 
successful transition between phases for business continuity. The Library will have more 
detailed internal operational plans to guide departmental work.  The Library will make every 
effort to support the health and safety of CSUDH employees and library users, by responding 
to any instances of COVID-19 cases among library employees according to campus, local, 
and state guidelines.  This plan outlines needs and activities of the University Library and the 
Gerth Archives and Special Collections (Archives). 

The recommendations provided in this document are guided by the following principles: 
1. People first. Make decisions that protect students, employees, our communities, and

public health.
2. Develop creative service models that are responsive to campus needs and emerging

instructional models;
3. Focus on long-term enhancements to digital services and resources that further student

success.
4. Operate library buildings safely and to the greatest extent possible to support learning and

student basic needs,
5. Practice decision making that foregrounds the CSUDH strategic plan and mission

centered on teaching/learning and our unique student populations.
6. Adhere to policies and procedures at the state, local, and campus levels, and proactively

inform associated interpretations and improvements to navigate new environments.
7. Follow most current and robust evidence-based guidance and experiences from higher

education and libraries. Make decisions in conjunction with campus partners, such as
facilities and safety, and advocate for the agency of libraries as unique institutions and
spaces.

8. Commit to compassion and flexibility. Recognize that the need to “pivot” rapidly
between service models in response to shifts in pandemic and public health guidance will
be continuous.

II. Phased Recovery Summary

In conjunction with campus recommendations, the Library recommends a phased approach to 
re-opening and continuing academic support services for faculty, students and staff.  
Following is a summary of the major activities and considerations and recommendations for 
each phase. 

Appendix B

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Hz74ROaLEpgzH2w0Na5psBcUCUkc8KhOw23I5ZaeZQ0/edit#heading=h.lu3c5bprl2nv
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Phase 1: Current. This is our current situation in which a stay-at-home order remains as 
recommended practice, with phased re-opening of businesses throughout the state.  While the 
campus remains open for public-facing services, staff and faculty continue to work remotely, 
with the exception of essential/critical employees.  The library building is closed, with the 
majority of public-facing services that do not require onsite access being provided virtually 
(i.e. General Research Assistance 24/7 & consultation appointments, information literacy 
instruction, electronic research guides, tutorials, FAQs, databases, digital collection guides 
and finding aids, interlibrary loans for e-resources, library faculty liaison outreach, social 
media outreach to students, archival and special collections research assistance, access to 
digital databases, collections, and e-materials).  Reference and instruction statistics for 
spring, which include activities during the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrate the value of the 
Library’s Information Literacy Program to the campus (Appendix B and C).  Limited 
exceptions are made for staff from the Gerth Archives and User Services to work 
occasionally in the building, with approval, in order to fill course reserves requests and 
empty book drops from materials returns. Staff and faculty continue to work remotely on 
their functional responsibilities.  Library faculty engage in public-facing liaison work, 
collection development and management, alongside their function responsibilities that 
include information literacy instruction, open educational resource/affordable learning, 
reference, digital initiatives, electronic resources, user experience/services, online learning, 
collections, and archives).  The focus of the Archives has and continues to be on projects and 
cataloging that can be done remotely, with occasional visits to the Library in order to pick up 
and prepare work that can be done away from the physical building. 
 
 Considerations and Recommendations for Transitioning to Phase 2: 
 Clear communication with Facilities Services regarding schedules for aggressive cleaning 

and disinfecting of office/work spaces daily 
 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), specifically face masks (KN95 recommended), 

face shields (for employees unable to wear face masks), and gloves for employees 
working onsite 

 Disinfecting wipes, hand sanitizer, clear, protective plexiglass partitions for employee 
spaces that make social distancing requirements difficult 

 Training, supplies, and schedules for staff to disinfect their work spaces and handles that 
they access 

 Communication with the public on the scope of library services 
 The Leganto Now product that facilitates and advances electronic reserves services will 

be set up (The Library will purchase this product in June 2020 and work with IT-
Academic Technology Services to set it up in Blackboard for use starting fall 2020 ). 

 The RapidILL interlibrary loans product would be operational will be purchased by the 
Library in June 2020 to enhance these services for students and faculty and will be 
available by fall, 2020. 

 The Luxer contactless locker unit will need to be set-up and operational (The Library is 
purchasing this unit in June 2020 and will work with IT and Facilities Services for set-up) 
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 Implement quarantine protocols for a specific number of days for returned materials 
(note:  This is currently being done in Phase 1 for returned library materials). 

 Phase 2: Library Employees Onsite Only.  Virtual services offered in phase 1 would 
continue. During this phase, some library employees would return to work onsite for 
activities that cannot be conducted effectively remotely. Employees would have staggered 
onsite work schedules to support social distancing while undertaking limited academic 
support duties such as interlibrary loan of physical materials, scanning of course reserves 
materials, handling mail, limited receiving and processing of physical materials, limited re-
shelving of stacks materials, and check-out and circulation of stacks materials, with 
contactless exchange of materials via lockers to be purchased and installed near the library.  
Some Gerth Archives employees would work onsite to organize, arrange, and process 
physical collections, with staggered schedules to ensure safety.  Onsite employees would 
need to limit physical interactions, avoid gathering in groups, and continue to follow 
recommendations on social distancing and hygiene.  Archives staff would like the option to 
work limited hours onsite, beginning late July, if cleaning and hygiene schedules could be 
operationalized by that time.  The work would focus on scanning and processing of physical 
collections.  

 Considerations and Recommendations for Transitioning to Phase 3: 
 Clear communication with Facilities Services regarding schedules for aggressive cleaning 

and disinfecting of office/work spaces daily. Schedule for sanitizing surfaces repeatedly 
throughout the day. 

 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), specifically face masks (KN95 recommended), 
face shields (for employees unable to wear face masks), and gloves for employees 
working onsite 

 Disinfecting wipes, hand sanitizer, clear, protective plexiglass partitions for employee 
spaces that make social distancing requirements difficult 

 Decisions regarding monitoring activities to mitigate spread of COVID-19 to include 
screening visitors entering the library with either questioning or temperature-taking 

 Communication with the public on the scope of library services 
 Plexiglass shields set up at public service areas to separate staff from library users 
 Implement, and communicate guidelines public-facing academic support services that 

will be available once users return onsite in a limited fashion 
 Continue quarantine protocols for a specific number of days for returned materials (note:  

This is currently being done in Phase 1 for returned library materials) 
 Ensure that Library spaces are arranged to observe social distancing 
 Limit Group Study Room access, based on social distancing requirements 
 Limit Computer Lab usage, reduced capacity in accordance with distancing guidance and 

required sanitizing standards 
 Install plastic covers on computer keyboard and mice  
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Phase 3:  Limited Public Users Onsite.   Virtual services offered during the pandemic may 
continue due to limited services being offered onsite.  In this phase, the University Library 
building would partially re-open for some academic support services to the campus 
community only, with limited hours and limited users – based on campus, county, and state 
mandates - while observing social distancing practices. Study spaces and 
computer/printer/copier access would be available, arranged to ensure social distancing 
guidelines. Contactless circulation of stacks and interlibrary loan materials via contactless 
lockers would continue. Limited face-to-face research help and information literacy 
instruction may be available, informed by campus policies regarding courses offered face-to-
face, and housing, dining, and other public-facing services offered to students and faculty on 
campus.  Archives staff could work onsite with physical collections all day while adhering to 
social distancing and PPE guidelines.  In-person archival reference questions and access to 
rare and archival collections would be permitted according to social distancing guidelines. 

 

 Considerations and Criteria for Transitioning to Phase 4: 
 Campus policies guided by a return to normal operations per California’s Pandemic 

Roadmap. 
 Communicate to the public the scope of library services 
 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), for employees who elect to still wear this  
 Keep disinfecting wipes, hand sanitizer, clear, protective plexiglass partitions for public 

areas 
 

Phase 4: Return to Pre-Pandemic Operations.  This last phase would assume that a vaccine or 
therapeutics are in place to ensure the safety of the public and library employees. There 
would be full onsite Library and Archives operations but with precautionary measures in 
place, as needed.  Cleaning and disinfecting practices would continue, as informed by 
campus, county, and state guidelines. This would also assume that the majority of instruction 
would return to the normal face-to-face modality on campus.  Regular library hours and 
services would return, with most employees returning to their regular shifts. Some of the 
contactless services (e.g. Course Reserves, Stacks, and ILL materials checkout) would 
remain as enhanced services to the campus community. Onsite research, information literacy 
instruction, and full access to group study rooms, computer labs, and open stacks would be 
guided by campus policies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Update-on-California-Pandemic-Roadmap.pdf
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Update-on-California-Pandemic-Roadmap.pdf
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Appendix A: Operating Phase Matrix from CSU Library Operating Principles in a Time of 
Pandemic  

This matrix provides general guidance for planning services based on the operational phase. 

 

Operating 
Phase 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 

Service/Acces
s Tier 

Full digital  Staff only onsite 
Minimal/Limited users 

onsite 

Full onsite operations 
with  

precautionary measures 

State/County 
Mandate 

Stay at home order 
in place 

Social 
distancing/Minimal 

grouping 

Social distancing/Limited 
grouping allowed with 

guidance 

Social distancing/No 
capacity limit specified 

Campus 
Operating 
Mandate 

Virtual with essential 
employees onsite 

Virtual with essential 
and other employees 

onsite 

Limited face-to-face 
instruction taking place 

on campus 

Majority of instruction 
taking place face-to-face 

on campus. 

 

Building Hours  

of Operation  

 

Virtual Virtual  

Limited hours informed 
by times of courses held 
on campus/ Designated 

hours for vulnerable 
populations  

Regular hours, informed 
by onsite employee 

availability 

Employees in 
Building, 
including 
students 

With advance 
approval 

Some employees report 
on-site for activities 

that cannot be 
conducted remotely, 

observing social 
distancing and schedule 

modifications 

 

Designated employees 
report for modified shifts 

based on job 
requirements    

 

Most employees report 
for regular shifts, with 
potential modifications 

 

PPE 
Recommendat

ion 

 

Emphasize personal 
protective practices 

Robust recommended 
PPE for all on-campus 

shifts 

Robust recommended 
PPE for all on-campus 

shifts 

Maintain recommended 
PPE for all on-campus 

shifts 
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Operating 
Phase 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 

 

Sanitization/ 
Cleaning 

Recommendat
ion 

 

 

Recommended 
enhanced sanitizing 

procedures based on 
employee building 

presence 

 

Recommended 
enhanced sanitizing 

procedures based on 
employee building 

presence 

Recommended 
significantly enhanced 

sanitizing procedures in 
employee workspaces, 

patron transaction areas, 
and available seating 

Recommended enhanced 
sanitizing procedures in 
employee workspaces, 

patron transaction areas, 
and available seating 

Book stacks Digital only Digital only 

 

Digital 
encouraged/Limited 

requests 

 

Stacks open to public 
with social distancing 

measures  

 

Reserves 

 

Digital reserves only Digital reserves only Digital reserves preferred 

 

All Reserves available for 
checkout with sanitizing 

measures, digital reserves 
preferred/ 

Headphone and 
microphone checkout not 

recommended 

Circulating 
Equipment 

Long-term loans only Long-term loans only 

Preference for long-term 
loans, with sanitizing 

measures between each 
use 

Limited equipment 
available for checkout 

with sanitizing measures 
between each use 

 

Seating/Study 

 

None None 

Limited and reconfigured 
seating on limited floors, 
Monitoring Procedures 

for entry/exit, limited or 
card access elevator use 

Open, possibly 
reconfigured seating but 

maintaining enhanced 
custodial/sanitizing 

practices 

 

Group Study 

 

None None 
Dependent on social 

distancing requirements 

Open, reservation and 
social distancing 

encouraged, reduced 
seating as needed 
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Operating 
Phase 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 

 

Computer 
Labs 

 

None  None 

Reduced capacity in 
accordance with 

distancing guidance and 
required sanitizing 

standards 

Computer labs with 
station distancing and 
required sanitizing  as 

needed 

 

Transactional 
Safety 

 

N/A N/A 

Touchless transactions 
recommended/Distancin
g signage and transaction 

barriers 

Touchless transactions 
recommended/Distancin
g signage and transaction 

barriers 

 

Check-Out 
Method 

 

Digital Only Digital Only 
Touchless check-out or 
curbside/Self-service 

only 

Touchless check-out 
preferred/ Check-out at 

service desk available 
with precautionary 

measures 

Materials 
Returns 

Encouraged not to 
return/ Outdoor 
book drops open 

Outdoor book drops 
open/ Quarantine 

materials for at least  6 
days 

Outdoor or all book 
drops open/Quarantine 
materials for at least 6 

days 

All book drops open, all 
materials due dates 

enforced 

Resource 
Sharing 

Digital only 
Digital preferred, some 
limited home delivery 

Digital preferred, some 
limited home delivery 

and pick-up 

Digital preferred, some 
limited home delivery 

and pick-up 

Library 
Instruction 

Video and digital  Video and digital  

Video and digital, 
minimal in-person 

informed by courses held 
on campus with social 
distancing measures 

employed  

Video and digital, small 
group sessions, multiple 

sessions if necessary, 
observing remaining 
distancing guidance 

 

Events and 
Outreach 

 

Video and Digital  Video and Digital  

Video and digital, 
minimal in-person 

informed by courses held 
on campus with social 
distancing measures 
employed and pre-

registration required 

Video and digital, small 
group programs, multiple 

sessions if necessary, 
observing any remaining 

distancing guidance 
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Appendix B:  Library Reference Help Report – Spring, 2020 (See attached) 

Appendix C:  Library Information Literacy Report – Spring, 2020 (See attached) 

 

 

 



Spring 2020
Reference
Services
Report

May 2020 Prepared by Maggie Clarke

Total Reference
Transactions*

2924
* These transactions are defined
as all transactions recorded in
LibAnswers conducted either at
the Research  Help Desk or RIOS
faculty offices not including
scheduled research appointments

General Research Help Desk Stats

Directional (11.87%) Known item search (8.93%)

Reference (40.17%) Library services (6.64%)

Services outside the lib (1.88%) Technology (9.72%)

Directional (11.87%) Known item search (8.93%)

Instruction Classes Ref Appointments Ref Questions

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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50

100

1/20-3/15 3/16-5/15

08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
0

50

100

151 Individual research 
appointments- 10%
decrease from Fall 2019

Questions asked by type Number of Reference transactions by time

Transactions by mode

Moving to alternate modalities 3/15/20-5/15/20

137%
increase in the number of
Reference (formerly "Advanced
Reference") questions answered
over Spring 2019

In Person Phone LibChat LibAnswers SMS

LibAnswers Queue Email

1/20-3/14 3/15-5/15
0

250

500

750

1000

Since moving all research support services
online in March 2020, 66% of the handled at the
digital Research Help Desk queries have been
Reference related. This is an increase of 50%
over the second half of the Fall 2019 semester.

Chat Reference

Chats were, on average, 20% longer
after transitioning to online-only
research support

Directional (0.73%)

Known item search (12.63%)

Reference (73.95%) Library services (6.19%)

Services outside the lib (1.7%)

Technology (4.8%)

Unrated (64.84%) Bad (0.6%) So-so (1.1%) Good (3.52%)

Excellent (29.95%)

Transactions by mode

Chat transactions by type

Chat ratings

Directional Known Item Reference Library Services Services outside lib. Techonology

1/20-3/14 3/15-5/15
0

500

1000

"Tessa is very helpful, and I
appreciate her knowledge
and expertise with
resources!"

"I have never used this site
before but Maritza was very
helpful in finding the links I
needed to help me complete
my presentation."

"fast, perfect and consistent" "Aric was great! Clarified all
my questions and gave me
the info I needed."

Co-op: The first month

Number of uses

data
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s

cita
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n

dro
pped chat

to
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evalu
atio

n
0

250

500

750

Controlled Vocab

Co-op
librarians have
answered 74
questions for
CSUDH
students
541 more hours
of coverage

CSUDH librarians
have covered 18
hours of Co-op
reference
We have
answered 42
questions for
users at other
schools

Top disciplines/majors

Psychology
BSN
Health Science
Sociology
MSN
OTR
Child Development

In May 2020 University Library, along with 13 other CSU libraries initiated a chat
reference co-op through Springshare's LibAnswers. The CALSTATEU co-op, along with
the Academic Librarian Global Co-op, have allowed for 24/7 coverage of our chat
reference service by academic librarians from throughout the CSU and around the world.
In our first month we nearly tripled students' access to work with a librarian on their
research!



Spring 2020
Information Literacy Instruction Statistics

CSUDH University Library

Course Based Instruction

sessions

101 2,321
students

9% decrease*
from
Spring 2019

Undergraduates (84.16%)

Graduate Students (15.84%)

*Neglible decrease likely due to class session
cancellations due to Covid-19

A closer look at instruction within the colleges
A&H

CBAPP COECHHSN

CNBS

= General Education

= In the major

= Graduate classes

KEY

Fast Facts for In-person Course-Based Instruction

classes after 5pm or on
the weekend

Total classtime with
students

Most popular day of the
week

classes before 8am! 2 25

4d 18hr
25min Wed

Curriculum Design & Online Learning

Assignment Design & Extending Instruction
Assignment design, online learning, and
extended instruction are increasing in
popularity partially due to the shift to
alternative instruction modalities.

Creating tutorials, videos, assignments, and
other instructional materials for courses to
extend face-to-face instructional time or
teach virtually typically takes more time to
plan and leads to more substantive
interaction due to increased curriculum
integration.

Assignment or curriculum
design partnerships

Graded components
created by librarians

10

7
Blackboard discussion

forums 4

Dance 130 - A post-pandemic example
Created a video welcome message to
accompany an online research guide
Designed an interactive tutorial with
practice activities which was assigned by
the instructor

Prepared by Carolyn Caffrey Gardner with data from LibInsight as of 5/15/20 |   cgardner@csudh.edu

When in the semester?

Many GE classes which typically schedule around Spring Break experienced
significant schedule disruption. As a result we did not see our usual two peak pattern

for instruction. Reference appointments are higher in weeks where instruction is lower.

Week of the semester

#
 o
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s

Instruction Classes

Ref Appointments
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